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on the 25th Mailing
Off-t-TraHs: Only 15 members in this bundle, Bob won't grew gray-haired over
this page count. A nice bunch of officers, and a nice bunch of rules, I am
glad they are simple. But, please ^aphne, leave your remarks to the end of
the other officers reports, no matter how tempted you are. It's untidy.

A. u 'Abandon: No 8:Caughran: Computing Astronomy, ah yesl When Andy Yeung was
here he showed me the charts he had compiled, I tried to look intelligent. I
approve of Bill Donahoe introducing himself in this way, and it will be very
interesting to see the impact of this original mind on Ompa., I see that the
latest rage is "comment-hook". Like, man, I can't wait until youall get over
it. A IcveJy cover from Bjo, A rather thin amount of material from yourself.

AmblpjNo 3:Mercer: Enjoyed your article on Stonehenge. You
ing that fandom is. big and trying to cope with it all a bit
easy to fee?, harassed at the thought of all those unansered
either answer or do without, and they get to be a habit. I
Witches of Karres"

are right in say
much. It is so
zines, yet it is
too, love "The

Grinned at the cover, and thought you had caught Heather's
likeness very well. Read with interest your description of how you drew the
1--J' ■' "'y would like some more hints on stencilling.

IjfXgQg-S1 s_I irnts:No 1:Burgess■ Welcome to Ompa. Yes, I have a question. What
do you work at Brian? I at anyrato am glad they let you give us this, I found
it ver;* good reading, ano giving a picture of the past is always valuable.
2_:I don't agree with your remarks on Lehrer, it seems to me
vnat his message is constructive. He points out the evil, and in effect says,
don't bp j.ire than, Isn'c it odd the difference in your Red Cross and ours?
iho answer no your question is Scot-is-she. Enjoyed your reviews.

fcr2^4iNQ_J.jEy,ins: Very much engrossed by your words on education. Quickness
in reading is an asset alright, I know it has helped me. I too had a class in
which.you. read a book and reported on it, but you had no chance at another if
you finished early. I always had the book read three times. I cannot really
call these 'only reviews' as they are nice and chatty in between.
a^d how was Italy? My horoscope says beware of Eric, coo.
But there isn't a c in Scottishe! Rather 'frothy' this Ergf

Gloom:No l:Deckinger: We’ve net before, but hi anyhow. Yes, we all know that
Americans are tall, but what I idly wonder is why so many also wear glasses?
Glad to have someone else who likes to natter about films. I much prefer you
wandering on over many topics in this way, than your attempts at fiction I
have been seeing lately.
Griffin:No Spencer: You had a right to be quietly proud of that cover. A
lovely type too. I used to enjoy a series of detective stories featured in New
England, hat now I cannot remember the author’s name. The detective was called
Asa. Anyone help here? Willis is going to love the golf bit. This was all fine
reading, so I am sorry you think you might not be able to continue. Couldn’t
jsou take your mimeo to College with you?
Marsolo:No 7:Hayes: My
cost £50. I too was at
This is very depressing
laughed heartily at the
for joy’s sake only”.

electric Gestetner beautifully reconditioned, like new
the London Con and do not even remember seeing youl
to me, you can’t be invisable too for gosh sakes. I
grave way Ken Hedberg was t’ ~ked off for wanting ”joy

Traney:Madle: Beautifully produced of course, but I don't quite see your
reason for still hanging on to that ’’fakefan” title. It makes you sound so
unforgiving.
Moebius Str in: Bu ckmas ter: Aye, you are a clever lot right enough.
Parafanalia:No 6:Burn: I hope your duper inspires the Vodruskas. Yes, well,
too many typos, too hurried production, fiction not so hot, but lovely illos,
and I liked what ycu did to ’’The Green Hills Of Earth”.
Phenotype;No uh:Eney: I guess this is just about the best in the mailing. Yes
indeed. Drug out that trip just as loong as you like. It is fascinating seeing
it from your viewpoint now. The Laney article was superb, and as you say,
should be required reading for faneds. Top of the mailing, .take a bow’
Post-mailings:
.
.
Fix:No 3:Potter: I havn’t anything unkind to say about "Genius", but nothing
kind either I’m afraid. Give us some more of your poetry, I’m not going to
stn.ck my nsck out on one poem alone. Let’s hope Caughran tells us what Saroban
means, if he got the wrong word he will probably be slaughtered. Tell us some
moer about your theatre visits. It seems to me your style spruces up the minute
you leave fiction for an Army tale.
Ice Aye:Shaw: I wish the Warner article had been even longer. Bloch’s was al so
interesting, but what about the young fan who got hold of Paul Anderson's
speech for his fanzine? I do want to know more about the con programmes, for
example that famous Faned Panel. How did Algis lose Arbie? I faunch to know
more. I don’t dig the Countess though.
and thats all.

.

WA LT WILLIS -------------- ?

■ "'"M

I REMEMBER ME
It’s a terrible thing to
have an orderly mind. You’d think that reading t1- -gh old letters and
reminiscing about them would be a pretty easy way to churn out prose, and so
it was when I started these memoirs and they dealt with the period early in
1950.when I was just getting started in fandom. But then things .began to
proliferate.if that’s the right word: it sounds OK and you don’t often get
a shance to throw one like that about..,.and lots of things were happening
at the same time. My bureaucratic mind began to visualise dividing the
^reat Work into sections, following each line for a time and then going back'
to another one, like a History of Europe or a Burroughs novel. The project
got so ambitious that I shelved it, and then it fell down behind the shelf
where it’s just taken me half an hour to find it. I figured I’ve got to
push on with it somehow or the tide of waste paper will sweep us all into the
street. So to Oscar The Malevolent Muskrat with system and logic. I shall
take up these old letters one by one and if I see anything of conceivable
interest in any of them I’ll give you a glimpse of it on it’s way to the
fireplace...
Dear Walter,
25.4.50
I was just getting around to answerihg your previous
letter, but your second letter beat me to the post.
Your really startle me,----do you mean you’ll consider publishing a story
by me without paying me for it?
Seriously, I’ve never written anything other than the piece you saw,_ this
sad state of affairs will be rectified just as soon as I can get a reasonable
plot worked out....

This pale blue backhand belongs to Chuck Harris... curious how mild he seems
in longhand. I don’t know if I said anything about this last time( I know
I could go upstairs and check, but that would be the upstirring. of
organisation again. Down sir!) but I’d seen a story by him in a fanzine
called The Explorer published by Ed Noble about a magician who said he would
saw a woman in half and did and I thought it showed promise. The second
story when it arrived turned out to be about a werewolf who picked up a girl
in India who when confronted ty a death worse than fate turned out to be a
weretiger. James White saw the gimmick after the second paragraph and I told
• w^en rejecting the story, which was the beginning of the great
White/Harris ’Feud’. At about this time Chuck had a regular thing about

: werewolves and produced lhe first line of a story about a whole group of
■ them, which was really a classic among first lines: "The family were changing
for dinner” But back in April 1950...
s s
/
Thanx for the information about the SFS, I will write to Ken Bulmer
(sometime) and become a member. I’ve heard of the London Circle, but have
never attended any of their meetings.
• We’ll come back to Chuck and the London Circle later, no doubt. I
I-’ve
Vu just
‘
destroyed a four page letter from somebody called John Edmiston Blyer'o:
• or
Butler, who published a little zine called Makhzan, and a ten-cage reply
from me. He seemed a pretty good prospect for a columnist but the---corresp—
-x. again that
......
like
ondance lapsed and he" was never heard of
I know of
destroy the next one too, but if this fis to
‘ ‘have any interest ' for you you’ll
have to have the uncensored truth. This is the sort of fugghead I was in
7- j
sort 1 013 now 1 suPPose I’ll have to wait another ten years to.
find out.

Dear Bob,
j May 195q
.
Thank you for your S-F Newsletter 15. Naturally I want to receive
future issues. (Yes, it’s me to Bob Tucker)
I hope you will not mind my making a few remarks about the review of Slant
LnlrT
7 suPP?se> the ’worst’ review we have had yet, but please don’t
think I un bellyaching (haw!) about the position you gave us, or about your
commendable refusal to deal out the indiscriminate flattery which is
unfortunately so common. (Ecchh’) What I should like to point out is that
involveCpari?!ly
??ranent a^out the amount of work the magazine must
no nP T h + f
implication you might not have intended. It always reminds
me of Johnston s remark about the woman preaching. "It is like a dog walking
at
• It1S nOt d?ne Wel1’
you are surPrised to see^t doneg
P P The implications are that we are mugs and that the reviewer cannot
“
creditable to say than that the magazine h" freak
VOT wrrAonf n/+h
7°U
probabl’/ rbeht, but 1 should have thought
• 1 laK tper“°ns t0 say so. (An allusion to the fact that
SFNL was expensively photo-offset and distributed free.) And since when has
en usiasra become a thing to be despised in fandom? As for the second if this
is your opinion we would rather you would say so, and why. I e^eot
you
mean your reviews to be helpful rather than discouraging.
However I have probably got hypersensitive on this point. (You can
again.) Probably the Scot in my subconoious does think I an wasting say that
my time.
Bob did
to this lotter» and 1 can only hope ho never
got it. T , , cl orri?>^e mixture
pretentious pompousness and.. iinjured
■
vanity
it is. 1 hate me. This next one ofdoesn
’t help much either.

Dear Mr Russell,
OTHER WORLDS, an^

2nd May

si^oeeMETATORPHOSITEh 7°U haveTbe®n ?ne °f
favourite authors for years__
iTl hS
T anyway—-I should never have thought of writing to you
if I haun t just been reading a book by Llewellyn Powys where ho mentions
that even -anous authors like to receive letters from readers sometimes If he

is right I should be very happy to think I had repaid some of the pleasure
you have given me, and if not there is no harm done.
Apart from the fact that DEAR DEVIL is a fascinating story Ln itself, well
and intelligently told, it is a most refreshing change from the vicious stuff
we are getting so much of nowadays, like Heinlein’s GULF and Hubbard’s
GREED. In the old days heroes certainly wiped out whole universes with gay
abandon, but in the most honourable way and with the very best of intentions.
Never were they guilty even under the most intolerable provocation of any
thing which could possibly be described as ’dirty’, or indedd anything which
one could remotely believe. Nowadays they go in for torture, mrder, even
genocide quite as enthusiastically ns the villains. Indeed the only thing
that distinguishes from their rivals Ln iniquity is that they are invariably
victorious and of course American.
So it is a real pleasure to know that there is one author who can turn out
stories which are a pleasure to road, in more ways than one. At least one
of your readers is very grateful to you.
Yours sincerely.
Let’s analyse this odious letter. It is true that I had liked DEAR DEVIL
very much (and I4ETAKORPHOSITE) anrl wanted to tell the author so, and I had
been struck by that remark of Powys, anr1 I was worked up about Hubbard and
Heinlein. But what is sincerity? It was also true that I wanted to ' “ ’
*
’cultivate’ Eric Frank Russell----- what a thing it would be to have something
by him in Slant;----- but oh so subtly. Hence the deliberate avoidance of any
mention of myself as a fanzine editor, the allusion to Powys to establish
myself as another cultured intellect, and the tying-in of Heinlein and
Hubbard. .1. .in a paragraph that I’d used practically word for word in two
other letters and which eventually dragged its feeble corpse to a grave in
some unfortunate fanzine. I wasn't going to make the tactical error of
suggesting tnat he reply to my letter but I was going to give him something
to reply to.

EFR replied by return of post far more courteously and. cordially than I
deserved. Even after all these years I'm not going to endanger a friendship
I value by quoting him without permission, non am I going to ask him to go to
the trouble of reading through a batch of his old J.otters. It'll be enough
to say that he thanked me for writing and told me something of the history
of DEAR DEVIL, quoting from a letter of rejection by an editor whom I took to
be John W.Campbell. This fascinating flash of life behind the zines was too
much for me: Lillis the Fanzine Editor sprang^ Casting aside my sheep's
clothing and revealing my feral fanod's face I asked him for permission to
quote his remarks. And although I'd delayed writing for ton days so he
wouldn’t feel himself rushed, I was still so megalomaniacal as to try to
inveigle him into expanding them into an article, thus:

-

15. Hay 1950

’’The part I woul'1 like to quote is of course that about the difficulty of
pleasing editors. This is a most fascinating subject, an'1 what it would be
very nice to do would be to run a sort of symposium about other editors
slants, or more generally, about how to write successful science fiction.
However even if I had the nerve to ask you to amplify your remarks it is

obvious from "the fact ‘that most of your work has appeared in ASF that you have
never had enough trouble in placing your stories to acquire, any distressing
familiarity with the thought-processes of editors, I’m assuming that you
offer most of your work to Campbell first, as I expect many front rank authors
still dp, such is the prestige of ASF. It is very nice for Mr Campbell to get
first pick like this, but unless he makes better use of it he may not have it
much longer. 1 ersonally I suspect he has been spending too much time on that
wireless station of his. Certainly some of the stories he has printed_ not
to mention those he has rejected----give one the impression that for some
time he has been editing by remote control, leaving Miss Catherine Tarrant to
follow a few simple directives, like no more atomic bombs. Certainly some of
these "C.T." stories have been really shocking.
I agree that Dear Devil does not really call for a seciuel. Only a story
which is basically incomplete does, and in any case it seems to be a law of
nature that sequels arc anti-climatic from Catriona to Children of the Lens,
When I was reading some books on telepathy recently I was reminded of
SINISTER BARRIER in a rather unusual way. The mention of iodine. As you
probably know, iodine is associated with thyroid complaints. In THE REACH OF
THE MIND Rhino says: "The young woman in question was treated for hyper
thyroidism. She had scored above QI hits per 25 through 74 runs carried out
before her breakdown. After the period of treatment...a second series of
tests was made, but the average score this time was close to ’chance”’.
Rhine sayss ’’the case of a hypothyroid lad...had exceptional ESP
'
ability.. .when the boy was treated for hypothyroidism he lost his ability "
Carrington in TELEPATHY has nothing to say about iodine but he does say this:
under bromide he did significantly better..."
But probably you know all
this, and perhaps I had better not waste any more of your time Assuming
you are still with me at all’
“
’
Thanks again for replying to my letter.
yours sincerely.

Did this obnoxious neofan get his well-deserved come-uppance?
for the next disgusting instalment.

Stay tuned

ODDENDA
T?e.dist“cticn between rape and rape with violence is roughly the
s^e as between larceny and fraud If you go into a dark bedroom pretending
be a lady s husband and enjoy his conjugal rights under false pretences
Ato?XrTn F Z£Pew°+?OtMr h°W freoly giv2n her ^vours were.
’
Atom. Your Don Ford booktitle (loved the Drattigan one bv the wav)
me of that pun about the Ancient Britons dying themselves blue for religious
ceremonies; "Keep woad on till the end of the rite"
religious
Jim Caughran: What is a saroban?
*

G ALU

London is a regular hive of activity for exhibitions. Dosens of
shows, both large and small, are taking place every day and a fair sample of
the larger ones can be culled from any evening paper. Today, for instance, we
have Salvador Dali's Art-in-Jewels exhibition, The Autumn Antiques ^air, The
Business efficiency Exhibition and (my own Ideal Homes) the Brewers Exhibition,
A further scrutiny of local papers will elicit some interesting
shows such as the Rope and Twine Makers ^’air and the Bathchair Tercentenary
Exhibition (including the first self-propelling Sedan Chair). But of all
current displays none pleases me so much as the one to be found today in the
Embankment
Gardens. This is the Litter-bin Exhibition.
Embankment_Gardens.
The Exhibition was opened on the 6th October by Mr Henry Brooke the
Minister of Housing. Whilst realising that Mr Brooke is well known for his
unmatchable ability to talk rubbish, I cannot for the life of me see what a
Housing Minister has to do with public refuse containers. In his opening
remarks the Minister said that Britons should be
. ___
made______
litter-concious __
and that
these new-look contemporary bins were designed to attract and excite the
attention of the would—be litter—lout. During the speech a small boy was
observed peeling an orange at the back of the small crowd. Under the approving
eyes of nearby adults he carefully placed the peel into his pocket. Everyone ’
felt mystically uplifted until, having finished his orange, he took out the
peel and started pelting another small boy. Despite this setback the Minister
enunciated a few more well-chosen platitudes and departed and we felt free to
study the exhibits.
’
There was something in the demeanor of the crowd which seemed terribly
familiar,, but which at first I couldn’t place. After a while the thought struck
me that they were behaving exactly as the crowd at the Picasso Exhibition had
done. Many were clutching catalogues, they
annroached the exhibit, looked at it for a second
or two, studied the catalogue, looked again,
head to one side, then the other. Obviously
they have placed the litter-bin against some
aesthetically pleasing mental background, and in
this the catalogue helps by such comments as Tn E"Elegant, restrained design suited to both parks
and
civic locations".
IF<Oblcup
The next move is to get up close and
study such intimate details as texture (if it is
concrete) or paintwork, to lift out the wire
nosh basket and test for strength, ease of

removal and replacement. In the more advanced designs it is obviously ’it’ to
try out a piece of litter, examples of which are to be found scattered in great
profusion around the site.
Having studied the crowd I turned to the exhibits. One which attracted
my attention was ’’Sir William” a concrete tub encased in a wooden corset and
standing on one leg. This was plainly inspired by the sight of the company
chairman caught in a state of acute distress having found all the cubicles in
the executive toilets engaged.
/mother was Ironclad, a biscuit tin in which some
careless soul had dropped a cannon-ball. One of
Hybrids (of which there are seven)had. a curling
back to stop the bad shots. The cute names that
were attached deserve mention. An innocuously
small one had the name of 'Dustman’s Delight'
whilst 'Meteor’ and "Satellite' were steel rims
to which paper sacks were attached, Very
utilitarian as the sack is easily removed when
. full and a new one installed. One thing I could
not understand. How does a patent clothes drier
fit in with all this, for there, dominating the
site was one of those things which look something
TH € Sfft
like an uncovered umbrella. My only suggestion
is that wet rubbish should be hung out to dry before using some of the more
delicate litter-bins, but then I should have thought that a spin-drier would
have been more efficient.
.
•
However there is one factor that is not catered, for by any
of these exhibits - the lazy, antisocial character who will
not go five yards out of his way to deposit his litter (or
in a word ME) How to persuade this guy that it’s worth the
time and effort to use the bin,- there’s the real point, and
without undue modesty I think I have the solution. I have
designed a bin which will not only persuade him to walk
five extra yards, but will bring him miles in order to
deposit his old fag-nacket. If you will cast your eyes at
the diagram at the end of this article I will elucidate.
.
The whole idea revolves on the basic
competative nature of man, or in other words, his confid
ence that his skill is far superior to all other stupid
fuggheads. Now to my ’’Rubbish Reflex Tester”. On the
sketch the instruction plate is screwed onto the side and
not shown so I will detail it here. Thus:—

1.
2.
3.
4.
5»
6.
7.
3.

Place rubbish on raised platform
Press starter and wait for bell to ring •
Turn centre crank until crane grab is centered over rubbish
Lower grab by the rotating small crank labelled ’Turn’
Use twist bar to close grab
Turn centre crank until grab is over waste hole
Pull string to open waste hole
Push button to release rubbish

As rubbish falls it passes a magic eye which stops left hand clock. This is
your time. If you surpass the days best time (right hand clock) lights on top
of board will flash green. If you beat best perfoiuonce ever, lights flash,
bells ring and the nearest Park Attendant will present you with an illuminated
scroll certifying your accomplishment. Also in the box on the lower left-hand
side you will find your rubbish has been returned to you.
Should anyone wish to develops this idea, rt is not patented and you
have ny permission to use it. However a small honorarium would not be refused.

. -’Perhaps the J.rouble you had getting material for FEMIZINE mav fV very
veil
discussion currently going on in FAF'A. It all started when Curt
uaxnve saxQ cc-neuiing acont he liked Juanita Coulson even though she was a
™+’X~'tne \ne,hated w;men- In answering, him Juanita said that while she had
„ ‘
"?a’G
WRS ‘Grue that only th-ee or four of her friends
thG 1Rfge gorily of them were men, that she just couldn’t
f-\rWn
‘ x s ^nought processes, chat trying to communicate with nonfc...misn women w-’.s liice calking to someone of another race ((’-i't •• -ofrd
her exactly, out that was the gist of it))
"
? faid
eVery WOraan 1 had gotten to know well said
u^H^tnmg _.ir^ that, but usually much stronger. They would say, ”1 can’t
at all except for. ." or "I dislike
excent^. J Zing
dislike lborrvoS??
S<
ar’kEd if tay°n'> had W iden why vorae^ one

■s uext mailing several people answered. No one disputed the fact that
women do aisirco
:c women;
women; ^hey admitted that in general they did -and went on
try to a oo.xnu icr it. ihe most general answer given was the competition to
aspect. Women ver1 a..ways competing—even alter they have .been married 30
yrs
with giw rd children.
mo never can relax in each other’s presence
t A momentary digression that I think fits in here: in another
’ discussion
above ww.en'3 clothes it
was
admitted
that
woen
don't
dres
i1 __ -rg _
---- ss for men and some
said that women dress •- ---- xi
”
uo
p.iense
there-xves.
I^then
interjected
one ox my girlfriends had told me, that women dress for other something that
J
-----• women; that at
coom- event a sort of pecking order was c_l_ll_„i„'
wle
established
based on the
degree cf
into it;
thja pecki:

disff-X-"40'*^ O ”^5 ner.a mass
s,vness and drabness. Well back to\he
Jucni+a non-1 ‘ e secc*ia E9S" generally given reason was along the lines that
Sprch™f°?e TiT7WT f°Und Cth6r WC31en's thoughtVocesses
individue’* exr-n'cions but^wntf'! stroa8etlt ®presBior! to this. "There are
vacua., ez J L ions but women as a species are dull bourgeois clods"
■iust dcri+x ' ‘I’-oys. Juanita Coulson, "I suspect most of iry tro”ble is thax I
stSiwomen save for the fannish typL. I ^n ™de"
mg3:: Sr^t^ the Vth 1 dOn’t dig

theanonXni^r

iniere,C5 a,0 ,dnp03edl„ tynically femip. “-xv; S r::k°ef

graphing or folk songiag"
mi

'

H'S Jus' “”uU‘1“g
" ‘ ' rg emotionally e.6 painting or mimeo-

a^j*’ Srt7iw=40O'J1Ske ,*j-f

n,at's •Wic f°r»

reasons, and m0Gt of them t>on*r-dict -1 2d thlS’ Tllere,are vulnerable
*** «* other women tatt^tta ^2$“ ~(1’ „
jaza is do-Bv r. form OIf.
n ’ x n"-n u stand women"
mascul
(2)Do
Xr
°lleibUi<y fOT

,
. of
■ i ’.... -■LKe opner iemaj.es ox their species,
Lisa is much more nearly tolerant
bj.tct-.os, I believe I have heard that strange male dogs than she is of strange
tcnia_
e dog or cat will permit her
±amr_y to adopr a male dog or cat but a’-'iB
resist
’ insofar as possible the
v?-lc w
(3Mn
™ have a special liking for
c-cn otner, thavs not just based or s
Mon end women have different
sorts 01 minds, experiences, reactions
refreshing, fS"*?
’
-
are
the women in far nor get. quite a lo
•Ju.of egoboo just by being women, and tend to
regard the presence
egoboo. Must say I like raOst of u n fandom as threatening to their special
fhe women in fandom very much, and feel sure
thau they like me.

like

dcrJt^ruSv'iikJ’mn^30?'3
will.re?^ to the effect that since
women, how can they be enS to iSe'SS XS^17 H°W re^ly

Along the lines < ”

' **

-years -to one ta0
oi my friends said
all my friend “ "
I'm afraid that there la a great deal of truth in
that.

X™
£*? **? y current FAPA railing counts."Probably
one trouble with the n
to always
. . _ 1 toe
" let
in describing the
heard, Th
C’-CCOllil u Oi 311 AjUG’
?° r
W One
grades than boys, tat tot ™ because exceuiJTSjeS SS
considered
very
n T.A, sirl
’yf ii_
— xlu, luitsaever an- 7X
”*
1 do, ey-eyoa^ana helpless and the boyl
and
the two different
the P^ormance of the same girls in
‘erent cl as so
Xl
5s
Wb° ;;£rG V6ry i^elligent and
„
contributions to aP
™
1
d
X
eu3slon
s cither kept quiet
+Mlr?k "
sta'jiti uera->3 in cl
sses with boys,. She went on to say that
**• llla“ at “ unoonotol ie;^ i.
. too. that when it
—1, out no one had .
either.
“ fo-jjat-°n did-not change after it was ’oointed out
fav°urite r-—•her and
r " S
‘ ri^af-8r °rS Of
Cu.iu'i..is
“
fcPfh
lntelllS<®t
Eirl married I went over to see
to all ny life, _datu_alxy that evening
the f’onv^ ---J I had known ano talked
us males with wi
~
■ ---- ' rsation vzas entirely between
pattern that i ^afie interjecting sn inar.7\
VorCl row ai-d then..so much the usual
?f.
mG
.
how
sm
y
i-t v
I didn't start
letter
Scottisho with c c xnc- nt s o f your
it will be nevW to
__ OjlipH cJ-MQ OVOP
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4
m F..PA lJ?.c never gathered. together .Besides
you British may
have
_
-i quite different leactionsl"
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Cf all the quotes and ideas in Bill's letter, the one which made me
nod my head wisely is that of Elinor's, where she sums up the "I can't stand
women" as just a lot of "jazz", '.’here is nothing makes a man preen more than
hearing this statement; unless it is your giving him evidence of how much
cleverer he is than you. The same gal who says "I can't stand women" will
probably have a bosom pal who hears her unvarnished criticism of the said
man without blinking, If he heard it - he'd blench’
This was the way I started off my comments on Bill's letter, and
then I went on to expound various thoughts of my own on women. Then I had
finished and. re-read it, I was visited with a horrible doubt. I could not
put my finger on what was wrong, but so strongly did I feel that something
was wrong with what I had written, rhat I posted it off to my friend Frances
for her opinion.
She said I sounded patronising to ordinary women, rather like an
article in a woman's magazine, and not at all lake myself. None of which, of
course, had I intended do do. So here I start again, and this time try to
say more plainly what I mean. I do not agree that women dislike women. It is
silly in fact, how can you dislike a whole sex for goodness sake? You cannot
generalise about a whole sex, any more than you can a whole race. When I tried
it, I sounded patronising, you must qualify your statements.
There are
some women I dislike, end I have just included among them the type that write
patronising articles about their own seX, and discuss them'from a lofty plane.
The type that I had felt sorry for wore the ones who had no outside
interest beyond their husband, thoir children, and their home, but Frances
maintained that this was a dying breed. She cited the large number of women
who now attend evening classes, and how the numbers are doubling every year.
On reflection I think she is right. My Mother's and my generation were like
that, but the lot after mine are different.
At least 1 hope so, for there is nothing more pathetic than the
Mother whose children have grown up and left her with half her life empty. It
is even worse tihen she is left a widow for then her whole life is empty. In
the Avenue where I live there are a great many Old Folk's Homes, for aged
women who have nowhere else to go. Every day I pass some of them, they nod
brightly and -say "Good day", they are so glad to have someone to talk with.
They are mostly widows and some of then have children who de not want them.
Once I visited one of these Homes, there was a Fete being held in the garden,
and I had to pass through the house to get there. In the sittingroom sat the
women who will not even go out. They sat huddled iii their . ..airs, they would
not join the fun in the garden, they stared into space, they did not even
lift their heads to watch the visitors go by.

Is this the type of woman that Juanita could not understand? Is this
the type that Bill’s girl friend said she disliked? And why is Bill so
puzzled- that women try to appear less smart than they are when men are present?
How many men really - like a woman who is as smart as they are? How many men
like a woman who argues with them hotly? And, let’s be honest, if my instinct
is to pour oil on any troubled water around me, am I not liked better than the
woman whose instinct is to lead, and to point it out vigorously when she thinks
she is right and the men wrong? Sure, women get the kind of conditioning that
Bill mentions, they get it from the minute they start to breathe. How can they
be anything else than what they have been trained to be? Mo one ever gives
them lectures in school on why they are feminine, or tells them that both sexes
share many'of the same traits.
'
hen too, receive the same conditioning, how often, compared to a woman,
does a man cry? How often is he so sure of what is a perfect woman, and so
swift to reject what is not ’’feminine enough for me”. So to get back to where
I started, unless there -were men who liked to hear ”1 can’t stand women", there
would be no women to say so.
I will tell you about one woman I like. We have a voluntary sewing
party of women who have come to the hospital ever since our main hospital was
bombed during the war. She is the oldest, over 70, and every Tuesday when I
join them at lunch, I sit beside her. She stands alert whilst I say the grace,
sits down briskly, saying Amen and then, eyes snapping like two black buttons,
tells me of the latest sayings of her grandchild Timothy, the latest doings of
her daughter Joyce, She is one of the lucky ones, she lives with her daughter
and obviously fits well into the household. She is very ordinary, she knows
nothing of world events, her opinions are platitudes. Yet do I dislike or
despise her? Of course not, I hope I may be so content in my old age, and be
able to remain useful in the community as long.

Change of subject and about time toe...
I have run off a 1.3C copies of this issue, it is mainly being sent out
as a trade zine. I hope that fan-eds who receive it will accept it as such.
At irregular intervals I shall also be sending out HAVERINGS which will mostly
consist ot fanzine reviews. Non—faneds may receive copies in return for a
letter of comment. No subscriptions will be accepted for Scottishe, as it is
primarily a Ompazine.
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ihanks to my new Gestetner I have been able to duplicate this in the
space of one evening, I am filled with joyous jubilation..,.
Every now and then I try to think of a new way to say thank you to
Atom for all the help he has given me with Scottishe. Apart from a*-handful of
issues at the beginning (which do not bear thinking about) he has faithfully
produced the most beautiful artwork. He deserves to win a football pool so he
does.
*
The other faithful XKfeaixKizx friend, Brian, had at first to be coaxed, not
to say nagged, bullied, and bullyragged, into writing. Now the dear boy brings
a ong is contribution and oven has started to illo them. He deserves to win
a pool too, yes indeed he does.
course there is 1rances..but the truth is I was so exhausted ?fter
getting Brian started to write, that I really havn’t started on her yet.
I’ll start next -week. .
Ethel
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